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translated  the official MS. of the King of Orissa—which
should be considered as more authoritative in this case.
If Tosala is identified  with Dhauli or its immediate
neighbourhood   then   the   mountain   Surabha is to be
identified  with  the Dhauli  hilj (also called Dhavalagiri)
as it is the only  hill in  that tract.     Dhauli is situated
to the south  or south-east of Bhuvaneswar at a distance
of about 5 miles,    The usual route to be followed is the
metalled road from  Bhuvaneswar to Puri,    It passes by
an ancient site known  as  Sisupalgarh and traverses the
DaySnadi which is to be crossed by ferry*   The Dhauli
hill  is situated to the  west of this road, near the river.
To the south-east of the Dhauli hill there is a large pool
of water called Kausulla-gang,  which is still fed by the
Dayanadi during the rainy season  when the water flows
into  it by a stretch of lowland to the north of the Dhauli
hill.    It was in all probability a dam, made from an old
river-bed, in  which water was preserved for the time of
scarcity.     There  is still  the mark  of an embankment
which stretched from  the foot of  the  hill  southwards
along the Kausulla-gang.     Admitting that the pool of
Water was  an artificial dam, it must have been used to
supply  water to  a  neighbouring town  which has now
disappeared, and was situated by the side of the embank-
ment.    The boundaries of that town  were probably the
river on the west, the Kausulla-gang on the east and the
Dhauli hill on the  north or north-east.     It is difficult
to determine if the river has changed its course in recent
times.     But a study of the map shows that the main
current now flows by the river Bargovi.
It should be pointed out that Asoka's inscription is
found on the Eastern side of the Dhauli hill (facing the
highroad from Bhuvaneswar to Puri). If this road,

